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The LUX-ZEPLIN  
Experiment
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LZ: low-background WIMP search 
experiment.


- Looking for low-energy DM recoils on 
Xenon nuclei


- Dual-phase liquid xenon time 
projection chamber (TPC)


- 3D event position reconstruction


- Sensitivity to single quanta of light (γ) 
and charge (e-)
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S2-Only Detector Backgrounds: 
High Voltage Electrodes (“Grids”)
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~1.5 meters

Woven wire mesh
Designed and built by the SLAC 

team! (Shown: R. Mannino)
PMT Array

PMT Array

Anode grid

Gate grid

Cathode grid

Bottom grid

Spans whole TPC XY area 

Four grids, located at top and bottom of TPC
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Backgrounds from the Grids
Field-induced emission 

- Quantum tunneling process


- No associated S1, but can 
have light associated with gain 
near wire


- Rapid “turn-on” of electron 
emission at high fields at wire 
surface


- Has historically limited cathode 
voltages in xenon TPCs


- Multi-electron emission


- Extremely hard to model and 
predict!

Radiogenic emission 

- Decay of radioisotopes from 
222Rn deposits during 
construction


- All have S1s, but some will be 
too faint to see


- Multi-electron S2s created


- Simpler to model
Strong 

surface field
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Field-Induced Electron Emission
Tests probing grid field emission were performed in a multi-detector test 
platform at SLAC in 2017-2019.


Lessons learned: 
- Time and voltage dependence of emission vary from emitter to emitter

- Citric acid passivation reduces emission.

- Cleaner grids create less emission.

After Test 1:
1. Some dust/fibers added 

to grids during 
intermediate test 

2. Some dust/fibers 
deliberately removed 
after intermediate test

Test 1

Electron Emission Rate, by Pulse Centroid

Gate-Anode Surface Field: 88 kV/cm 
Preliminary
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Test 2

Electron Emission Rate, by Pulse Centroid

Gate-Anode Surface Field: 88 kV/cm 
Preliminary

Hotspots have “moved”
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Assembled LZ 
Gate/Anode 

Region
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Modeling Radiogenic Emission
Source: 210Pb chain from 222Rn 
daughter plate out on wires.

Strong surface fields: suppresses 
recombination, gives higher charge/
light ratio than in bulk. 

- Using NEST v2.2.1 to model 

charge and light yields

Embedding: daughters may 
burrow into wire during 218Po and 
214Po α-particle recoils

- Using “surface” and 

“embedded” (up to 100nm) 
source layers in Geant4

Surface roughness: non-
negligible impact on the shape of 
the lowest end of S2 spectrum.

Nontrivial field geometry: from 
gate, see ~all electrons. From 
cathode, many lost into reverse 
field region.

- Fields around wire: COMSOL

- Electron losses: Garfield++

222Rn

210Pb
218Po

210Pb
β
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Grid Wire

(Field lines)

(Field lines)



PreliminaryPreliminary

Grid Radiogenic Model Validation
Model validated using LUX Run3* S1+S2 data taken from gate and cathode grids.

- Two parameter fit: embedding fraction and overall normalization

- Our model reasonably describes backgrounds in “high-energy” regime, up to ~60 keVee

*Data selection done by Dr. Kelsey Oliver-Mallory (Imperial College London)8
(Proxy for energy)(Proxy for energy)



Grid Backgrounds in the S2-only Regime
After fitting at high energy, can extend gate/
cathode models to LUX S2-only regime.


Observations from comparisons with LUX 
data: 

- Grid radiogenic background likely to be 
major contributor to S2-only spectrum


- Gate contributes heavily, but can more 
easily be removed with S2 shape cuts


- Understanding surface roughness critical 
for getting S2 spectrum shape right
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Preliminary

S2-Only model, gate+cathode (best fit)



Summary
Backgrounds from LZ’s grids will be critical to understand and mitigate for an S2-only search


- Field emission backgrounds: hard to model, but recent insights made into mitigation techniques


- Radiogenic backgrounds: recent modeling efforts successful in reproducing LUX Run3 grid 
backgrounds. Likely to contribute substantially to S2-only regime.


Thanks for listening!
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Backup
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The SLAC System Test
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Small Gas Test Phase 1 
System Test Phase 2 System Test



Field Emission Time Dependence
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Some monotonically 
increased

Observed several localized field emission hotspots on the gate grid in the Phase II System Test Detector

- Many of these were transient and didn’t show themselves during next run - thought to be dust/debris.

Some were fairly 
constant in time

Some “flickered” 
wildly over 10’s of 
seconds

Some “turned on” 
in 10’s of seconds 



222Rn 
3.8 days

218Po 
3.1 min

214Pb 
26.8 min

214Bi 
20 min

214Po 
164.3 μsec

210Pb 
22.3 years

210Bi 
5 days

210Po 
138 days

206Pb 
Stable

From decays of 
238U in earth

Decays that we’ll 
actually see in LZ

α-particle
206Pb β,γα 

β 

β 

α 

β (with 
some γs)

β

α 
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Source: What radionuclides are we considering?
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How did we try to limit 222Rn daughters as a background source?

Answer: bag the grid, backfill or purge 
with nitrogen gas (N2).
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We made lots of nitrogen balloons…

How did we try to limit 222Rn daughters as a background source?



Cathode RFR Losses
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Electrons drifting from the top of the 
cathode wires have a near-unity survival 
probability.

Underside 
of wire

Top of wire

Nearly all electrons from the bottom of 
the wire are lost into the reverse field 
region


